
CAMERA OPERATOR RATE £30 PER HOUR PLUS TRAVEL AND ACCOMODATION  

EXPENSES 2013 

 

If rental price of  equipment ordered is under £200 then no insurance charged. Over  £200 

then charges vary. Call for a quote. +44 (0)7756503025 

 

This is an average list of equipment with an average guage of prices to give you an idea of 

how much everything will cost. 

 

Camera 

SONY HDW-750P HDCAM   (Arri package)    day £650           week £1950   

 

SONY HDW-F900/3 CineAlta HDCAM Standard   day £950             week £2850  

 

ARRI ALEXA Standard      day £750     week £2250 

  

ARRI ALEXA High speed package     day £950       week £2850  

 

SONY HVR Z1       day £68  week £250  

Zoom Lense 

Canon zoom lense 11 x 4.7 KLL-SC (4.7-52mm, T2.1)  day £220          week £660  

 

Sony PD150        day £50  week £155 

 

Lens kit 
Wide Angle Lenses from arri 

Cannon FJ HD Prime Lenses   set of 4                                                       

9mm T1.5 (wide angle) 

14mm T1.5 

24mm T1.5 

35mm T1.5 (narrower wide angle)                                          day £350                week £1050 

 

FF3 2-Speed Follow Focus                             day £50                 week £200  

  

FF4 Lightweight Follow Focus Kit                             day £40                 week £160  

  

LFD Lightweight Handheld Follow Focus                  day £40                 week £160  

 

Camera Accessories  
LMB4 6.6 x 6.6” Lightweight Clip-on Matte Box                 day £35                 week £140 

  

LMB5 4 x 5.65” Clip-on Matte Box                            day £30                 week £150  

  

MB14 6.6 x 6.6” Matte Box                             day £63                 week £252  

  

MB16 4 x 4” Matte Box                                       day £50                 week £200  

NB: Does not cover wide end of wide angle zoom in 16:9  

 



MB19 4 x 4” Wide Screen Matte Box                            day £50                 week £200  

Sony HDVF-C30W Colour Viewfinder For  

 

HDW-F900/750P cameras                                                      day  £150                week   £450  

 

5 x 5ft (1.52 x 1.52m) Camera Shelter                 day £33  

Requires lighting stand with 11/8” spigot  

         

6 x 6ft (1.83 x 1.83m) Camera Shelter                 day £43  

Requires lighting stand with 11/8” spigot  

         

Umbrella                                        day £22   

 

Grips +vat 

RedRock Micro Shoulder Mount Rig  

Comes with follow focus, counterweights, monitor mount.  

Will support DSLR cameras                                              day £40       week  £150 

 

Ronford Medium Duty Tripod Set + vat 

tall legs, short legs & spreader                                               day £50.40      week  £126 

 

Ronford Heavy Duty Tripod Set +vat 

tall legs, short legs & spreader                                      day £42          week  £126 

 

Vinten Vision 10 / Vision 100 

Pan and tilt head, tripod and spreader.                                   day £25           week  £90 

Manfrotto Fig Rig 

With mounted LANC remote control and mic clamp.           day £15           week  £50 

 

Indie Dolly, Straight & Curved Track Rideable Dolly          day £150 

 

Lighting Cameraman/grip with full shooting kit package   10 hours  a day 

 

HD Cam kit , lights/grip and sound: £2000 per day possible formats of recording £30 to £60  per 

tape 

 

HD Cam corder Kit lights/grip and sound: £1000 per day Possible formats of recording are    sxs 

memory cards 

 

DigiBeta kit with lights/grip and sound: £860 per day 

 
XDCAM kit lights/grip and sound - £860 per day Product Highlights    16GB SBP-16 SxS Memory 

Card Included1080p    HD-SDI Interface 

 

DVCam(Sony DSLR-570/450)  Kit lights/grip and sound: £700 per day DVcam tape £40  

 

AG-HPX500 camera kit with lights/grip and sound - £700 per day 1080p/1080i/720p DVCPRO, 

DVCPRO50, DVCPRO HD NTSC/PAL Mini dv £5 



 

EX1/EX3 kit lights/grip/sound - £640 per day1920 x 1080 HD,uses "MPEG-2 Long GOP" codec70 

minutes*,16Gb SxS  card. Slow motion half speed maximum image quality.  

DVCam/HDV kit lights/grip and sound: £450 per day, 1440 x 1080 HDV / DVCAM / Mini-DV tape 

£5 

 

PD170 camera For mini dv with lights/grip/sound: £430  

 

Web site to have a look at other prices      www.dvcamerahire.co.uk .london hire 

 

Extra Personnel -  
Sound Recordist: £300 

Camera Assistant: £210 

 

 

Car/Van Hire depending on location. 

£50-£100 


